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I like this book. It is worth the money. This is why.
Many contemporary books on protein mass spec-
trometry are focused on proteomics technologies for
protein identification. The recently published Protein
Mass Spectrometry edited by J. P. Whitelegge and intro-
duced by P. Roepstorff goes beyond the pale of quali-
tative proteomics. If I were to succinctly summarize the
focus of the book, it would be “tools for difficult
problems.”
Little attention is given to the issue of protein iden-
tification in this volume. Rather, it is protein character-
ization that is brought to the fore. This is not to say that
there are no problems left in the protein identification
field or that establishing protein identify is slipping in
value—it remains a fundamental first step that enables
all further inquiry. However, we now understand that
biology is too complex for protein function to be re-
duced to a binary answer: present or absent. We know
that function can be influenced by a relatively small
change in a polypeptide expression. Alternative post-
translational processing or inefficient protein–protein
interactions attributed to a conformational change in
one partner may trigger the cascade of events resulting
in a specific physiological outcome. Happily, the reader
will find a lot of information on what mass spectrome-
try (MS) can contribute to protein quantitation and to
analyses of post-translational modifications (PTM) and
higher-order protein structure in this volume. Impor-
tantly, the reader will also find some opinions and
comments that are worth consideration because they
come from people with weighty experience in their
respective fields.
The book targets scientists who are entering the MS
domain from the field of protein chemistry and bio-
chemistry. By no means, however, should mass spec-
trometrists who are active in protein characterization be
dissuaded from exploring this volume: there is a lot of
well-referenced and current information on established
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(J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2009, 20, R29–R30)and novel strategies and technologies. For the protein
chemist and biochemist, the book provides a clear
account on what types of MS analyses are currently
feasible, what information they provide, and how the
technology works. For mass spectrometry aficionados, the
book offers a great refresher, an overview of a current
state of affairs, and an excellent starting point for entering
the new field of protein-related MS applications.
The book starts with a concise yet informative and
simple but not simplistic introduction to mass spec-
trometry providing the “uninitiated” with an overview
of general concepts, instrumentation, language, and
rules of the gas-phase land. This chapter manages to
present the essentials of mass spectrometry in surpris-
ing detail and even to dispel some myths (e.g., “the
myth of defining elemental composition”), all in 35
pages. There is no parallel introduction to protein
structure and function, apparently deemed unnecessary
for the target audience. If it were as succinct and as
informative as the MS primer, it would definitely en-
courage more hard-core mass spectrometrists to ven-
ture into the protein field.
Alas, absent an introduction to protein chemistry, we
launch directly to the meat of the story (i.e., reviews on
specific protein-related MS applications). Three main
themes are presented: characterization of protein higher-
order structure (including analysis of integral mem-
brane proteins), analysis of post-translational modifica-
tions, and quantitative proteomics.
The state of the art in protein higher-order structure
characterization is painted with a wide brush and
includes the solution-based topological assays that use
mass spectrometry as a readout tool as well as gas-phase-
focused approaches premised on “solution state memory”
effects of electrospray ionization. In the former category,
a relatively new approach of protein surface mapping
using microsecond timescale hydroxyl radical profiling—
complete with the details on experimental methods, oxi-
dation reaction mechanisms, and side reactions—is well
presented. Of the well-established strategies of protein
topology mapping, crosslinking and hydrogen/deuterium
(H/D) exchange are discussed. The chapter describing
trapping of protein interactions in complex systems via
crosslinking focuses on the in vivo strategies. This is an
emerging field, and I found the discussion on the
potential of augmenting current interactome analysis
workflows with the in vivo crosslinking technology to
be of particular interest. The review on H/D exchange
describing both experimental methodology and data
interpretation issues successfully competes with many
other publications on the same subject. The interesting
addition to an H/D exchange theme is an article on the
SUPREX technique for measuring solution-phase ther-
modynamic properties of proteins and protein–ligand
interactions. SUPREX is aMALDI-centered application of
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hunting within diverse libraries containing multiple
classes of compounds).
In the spirit of addressing challenging problems,
there is a lot of material on analysis of integral mem-
brane proteins (IMP), including studies on their topology.
Pros, cons, and limitations of top-down and bottom-up
approaches are discussed. Well-selected examples illus-
trate the advantage of looking at intact proteins to
appreciate microheterogeneity of the preparation and
the presence of sub-stoichimetric post-translational and
chemical modifications. There is also a tour-de-force
description of techniques that, through assessing the
susceptibility of specific residues to chemical modifica-
tions, are uniquely suited to analysis of IMP. The
immediate applicability of the membrane protein sec-
tion is enhanced by the incorporation of straight-from-
the-bench advice.
With each new article demonstrating the relevance of
gas-phase structures to understanding solution-phase
phenomena, the once highly controversial proposition
of studying native protein structures by mass spectrom-
etry has been steadily gaining legitimacy. This is not to
say that there are no technical problems to resolve and
data interpretation is anything but unambiguous. As
manifested by reviews in this book, however, the field has
matured enough tomove beyond a proof-of-concept stage
and to tackle real-life biological questions (e.g., hemo-
globin assembly process). Many examples that are
discussed concern studies on proteins implicated in
pathogenesis of human diseases (e.g., amyloid -protein,
-synuclein, and transthyretin). The reader will learn
that a combination of MS, tandem MS, and ion mobility
separation (IMS) will lead, in expert hands, to a success
in analyzing even technically challenging heteroge-
neous systems, such as A42 assemblies derived from
amyloid -protein or TRAP complex. I found it reassur-
ing that one of the mass spectra that the authors showed
and aptly described as “the large mound-like distribu-
tion” actually delivered structural information. The
examples of kinetic studies on protein complex assem-
bly/disassembly, enzyme kinetics, and protein folding
clearly demonstrate a complementary character of the
MS approach compared with techniques that rely on
optical detection.
The major focus of the book’s section on posttrans-
lational modifications is phosphorylation. This is a
timely choice because the field of phosphoproteomics
exploded during the last few years and newcomers
often find themselves lost in a sea of papers that might
offer contradictory advice, underestimate the difficul-
ties and ambiguities inherent to the field, and promote
analytical protocols that promise more than they actu-
ally deliver. Three separate chapters provide an exten-
sive discussion on experimental design and MS analysis
of phosphorylation of serine/threonine, tyrosine, and
histidine. Very fittingly, a chapter on O-GlcNAc modi-
fication follows. I do miss an article on sulfation, which,in my view, would nicely complement the series. In the
same vein, I would find it useful to see a short summary
listing the key properties of all the above-listed modi-
fications under the typically used mass spectrometric as
well as sample preparation conditions, in a format of a
“differential diagnosis” checklist. I have found a chap-
ter on protein deamidation to be a very useful read for
a student of proteomics: deamidation is an elusive PTM
whose manifestation on a proteolytic peptide level is
easy to detect but at the same time difficult to validate
because of a preponderance of deamidation events
occurring during sample processing.
Relative and absolute protein quantitation is a fast-
growing area of investigation that is of great signifi-
cance in the field of proteomics. By necessity, the Editor
had to make hard choices. The result is an informative
introduction to the field followed by a number of
examples from the areas of label-free and stable isotope
labeling (metabolic labeling, iTRAQ) strategies. Some of
the examples belong to an “off-the-beaten-path” cate-
gory, where protein-relative quantitation is used to infer
protein localization into specific organelles (LOPIT) or to
follow protein distribution across the density gradient
(protein correlation profiling, PCP). Although com-
ments on potential problems and weak points of spe-
cific strategies are found in all articles, some are more
helpful than others. I highly recommend the article on
metabolic labeling to researchers who consider this
approach: the practical considerations of the experi-
mental design and consequences of partial labeling are
well described and a critical comparison with other
stable isotope approaches is also provided.
The weakest point of the book is its index, which
contains a great number of very general terms that were
frequently used and thus carry tens of references.
Obviously, too broad a net was set and, in the absence
of any secondary, more specific classification of terms,
the usefulness of a large part of the index is greatly
limited. I found it very useful to have a list of abbrevi-
ations enclosed at the end of the chapter by A. E. Speers
and C. C. Wu. My suggestion is to make this design a
standard requirement for edited books; it greatly helps
the reader, especially when some acronyms are not
necessarily shared among all the contributors.
In summary, I found the volume 52 of the Compre-
hensive Analytical Chemistry series (D. Barceló, Editor)
entitled Protein Mass Spectrometry and edited by J. P.
Whitelegge to be a current, informative, and interesting
publication. I recommend this book both to colleagues,
who study proteins and have questions, and to fellow
mass spectrometrists for whom looking for answers is a
favorite past time. To echo an appeal to young scientists
voiced by the editor Julian Whitelegge in his Preface, I
am hopeful that many of those who are looking for a
path will consider biological mass spectrometry. To
move mass spectrometry from the stage of “feasible” to
the stage of “desirable” requires many hands on board.
